Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 100 K; mean (Te-O) = 0.004 Å; disorder in main residue; R factor = 0.034; wR factor = 0.079; data-to-parameter ratio = 15.6.
The title compound, C 4 H 8 O 4 Te, crystallized from a solution of Te 4+ in ethylene glycol. The Te IV atom is in a distorted seesaw coordination defined by four O atoms from two different ethyleneglycate ligands. The C atoms of the ethyleneglycate ligands are disorderd over two positions, with population parameters of 50.3 (6) and 49.7 (6)% indicating a statistical distribution. Due to the possibility to transform the primitive monoclinic unit cell into a metrically orthorhombic C unit cell, the data are twinned and were refined with the twin law 100/ 010/101 with the relative scale factor refining to 1.82 (4)% for the minor component. Table 1 Selected bond lengths (Å ). et al., 2012 et al., , Wu et al., 2013 . During such electrodeposition experiments we have noticed a large number of colourless crystals on the walls of the glass flask. We report here the crystal structure of these crystals. 
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Refinement
The H atoms were included using a riding model, with C-H distances of 0.99 Å and U iso (H) = 1.2U eq (C). The disorder of the ligands was modelled with two atomic positions for each C atom and the relative occupancy of these two positions refined as a least-squares parameter. The population parameters of 50.3 (6) and 49.7 (6)% indicate a statistical distribution. Constraints were applied to the displacement parameters of the C atoms to keep the respective atoms from the two disorder components the same. The unit-cell dimensions are such that it is possible to transform the primitive monoclinic unit cell into a metrically orthorhombic C unit cell, however the high R int for the higher Laue class shows that the Laue symmetry of the data is unequivocally monoclinic. There is however slight twinning due to these metrics and the data were refined with the twin law 1 0 0 / 0 1 0 / 1 0 1 with the relative scale factor refining to 1.82 (4)% for the minor component.. At the end of the refinement there was a residual difference electron density peak of 3.93 e Å -3
, which was located close to the Te atom. Although careful consideration was given to the unit cell determination and the absorption correction, this peak could not be eliminated. ) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F 2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger. 
Computing details
Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (
